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Abstract

Regression testing is challenging because of its complexity and the amount of effort

and time it requires, especially in large-scale environments with continuous integra-

tion and delivery. Regression test selection and prioritization techniques have been

proposed in the literature to address the regression testing challenges, but adoption

rates of these techniques in industry are not encouraging. One of the possible rea-

sons could be the disparity in the regression testing goals in industry and literature.

This work compares the research perspective to industry practice on regression test-

ing goals, corresponding information needs, and metrics required to evaluate these

goals. We have conducted a literature review of 44 research papers and a survey

with 56 testing practitioners. The survey comprises 11 interviews and 45 responses

to an online questionnaire. We identified that industry and research accentuate dif-

ferent regression testing goals. For instance, the literature emphasizes increasing the

fault detection rates of test suites and early identification of critical faults. In contrast,

the practitioners' focus is on test suite maintenance, controlled fault slippage, and

awareness of changes. Similarly, the literature suggests maintaining information

needs from test case execution histories to evaluate regression testing techniques

based on various metrics, whereas, at large, the practitioners do not use the metrics

suggested in the literature. To bridge the research and practice gap, based on the lit-

erature and survey findings, we have created a goal–question–metric (GQM) model

that maps the regression testing goals, associated information needs, and metrics

from both perspectives. The GQM model can guide researchers in proposing new

techniques closer to industry contexts. Practitioners can benefit from information

needs and metrics presented in the literature and can use GQM as a tool to follow

their regression testing goals.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Regression testing is carried out subsequent to any change in the system to verify that the change did not impact the unchanged parts of the

system.1–3 It is a complex and costly activity, especially for large-scale systems with continuous integration and delivery, and can consume up to

80% of testing and 50% of maintenance cost.2,4–6 The research proposes test case selection and prioritization to deal with the cost and complex-

ity of regression testing.3,7–9 Test case selection refers to selecting a subset of test cases from the regression test suite to test the effects of

changes. In contrast, test case prioritization (TCP) guides an optimal ordering of test cases that can help achieve the desired goals.7,8 If the

selected suite is large, TCP can be applied as a subsequent process. However, test case selection and prioritization can also be applied indepen-

dently. The primary goal of regression test case selection and prioritization techniques is to detect faults as early as possible.3

One of the challenging aspects of software testing is to decide when to stop the testing. How much to test is an essential question as it

affects the overall budget of the project. Especially in large-scale software development with continuous integration, it is imperative for the practi-

tioners to decide how long they should be testing the software before releasing it.10–13 Various authors have defined prediction models for stop-

ping criteria while taking into consideration the testing time, effort, cost, reliability, and coverage.13–15 The industry practitioners set regression

testing goals and evaluate the achievement of these goals using their experience and product knowledge. From the practitioners' perspective,

regression testing goals provide an opportunity to decide to stop running more tests, as the achievement of the defined goals gives them confi-

dence about the attained quality, and they can decide to release the product.16,17

A goal is an intended outcome of a process that a practitioner plans to achieve, and it should be realistic and measurable. Therefore a goal

should be associated with the metrics which can be used to evaluate it. Regression testing goals could correspond to the predefined objectives

that a practitioner wants to achieve by applying a regression testing process or technique. The achievement of these goals should be assessed

using metrics (see, e.g., Eusgeld et al.18). Furthermore, test case selection and prioritization should be based on regression testing goals. These

goals may vary from organization to organization based on their priorities.4 The goal of most existing regression testing techniques is effective-

ness (increasing test suite's rate of fault detection). Some techniques encompass efficiency (i.e., execution time and cost) as a goal. Test coverage

is also among the goals of various techniques as the assumption is that test cases with a higher coverage will detect more defects.2 Coverage-

based techniques aim to cover maximum code with fewer test cases.19 Regression testing techniques utilize multiple sources of information,

including coverage information, requirement information, and test execution history. Furthermore, to evaluate the outcomes, these techniques

use metrics including average percentage of fault detected (APFD) and its variants, coverage-based metrics, and metrics related to execution

time.3,20,21

Various regression test selection and prioritization techniques have been proposed in the literature.7 However, the adoption rate of these

techniques in industry is not encouraging, and only a few techniques have been evaluated in the industry context. It is a clear indication of the

gap between research and practice.4,6,22–24 Among the other factors, one important aspect is the disparity in the regression testing goals of practi-

tioners and researchers.16 There are few studies that have an explicit focus on regression testing goals, especially in an industry context.16,17,25

This research aims to get a better understanding of the regression testing goals from the literature and practitioners' perspective. We, there-

fore, have reviewed the literature and conducted a survey with industry practitioners. For the survey, we opted for interviews and an online ques-

tionnaire as data collection methods. We incorporated the goal–question–metric (GQM) approach26 to map regression testing goals with related

information needs and metrics.

In an earlier study,16 we investigated regression testing goals, in a more limited scope. We conducted a focus group-based study with the

practitioners and researchers. The participating practitioners represented large-scale embedded software development companies, and the

researchers are actively working on testing research. This study aimed to know the industry-academia perspective on regression testing goals.

The present study is the continuity of the earlier study and extends it by adding further data and insights concerning regression testing goals,

information needs, and metrics. The earlier study used a focus group-based workshop with seven industry and academic participants. In contrast,

the present study comprises findings from 44 research papers and perspectives of 56 industry practitioners (representing nine development

domains). Table 1 presents a summary of how our current study extends the earlier study.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

• Identification of some new regression testing goals from the practitioners' perspective.

• Mapping of regression testing goals to information needs and metrics.

• Identification of differences in research and practice concerning regression testing goal preferences and use of information needs and metrics.

• Formulation of a GQM model to present an integrated view of the perspectives from the literature and from practice that can be used as a

guide to reduce the industry–academia gap.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of related work. Section 3 describes the methodology.

Section 4 presents the results of the literature review and the survey. Section 5 discusses the implications of this study for researchers and practi-

tioners, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 | RELATED WORK

This section discusses related work on regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics. Included studies are recent systematic literature

reviews (SLRs), literature survey, and some empirical studies on regression testing.

We looked at 11 systematic reviews on regression testing published during the last six years (i.e., 2017 to 2022)3,6,20,21,27–33 to learn the

recent trends in regression testing techniques and see which goals, information needs, and measures are considered. Six of the 11 studies

reviewed the techniques regardless of application domain or techniques type. Four of the 11 studies are conducted with a specialized focus. For

example, Pan et al3 reviewed machine learning-based regression testing techniques, Abdul Manan et al29 reviewed regression test prioritization in

combinatorial testing, Hasnain et al30 reviewed regression TCP techniques for web services, and Lima and Vergilio31 reviewed regression testing

techniques in continuous integration environment. The most-reported goal in these studies is increasing the fault detection capability, whereas

the evaluation metrics reported are APFD and its variants. Pan et al3 conducted a systematic review of machine learning-based regression test

case selection and prioritization techniques. The authors motivate their work from the context of continuous integration. They argue that with

the adoption of continuous integration in software development, the frequency of regression testing is increased, and running all tests can be time

consuming and resource intensive. This problem could only be resolved by introducing regression test case selection and prioritization. Pan et al.

further revealed that machine learning-based techniques rely on multiple sources of information, including coverage information, test execution

history, and domain-specific information. The evaluation metrics used in these techniques are variants of APFD and some general metrics like pre-

cision and recall. The goals of the machine learning-based techniques are early identification of critical faults and increasing the test suite's rate of

fault detection.

Rahmani et al21 conducted a systematic review of regression TCP techniques proposed from 2017 to 2020. The authors classified the tech-

niques based on TCP approaches (e.g., risk based and history based). The authors also investigated the metrics and source of information utilized

with these techniques. The metrics reported in this study are the variants of APFD, execution time, code coverage, requirement coverage, and

severity measure. The information used for these techniques is requirement information (e.g., requirement coverage and requirement depen-

dency). The most-reported goal for the techniques proposed during 2017–2020 is increasing the test suite's rate of fault detection. In another

review,28 the authors classified the regression test prioritization techniques based on the approaches and metrics used. The criteria used in the

prioritization techniques are cost, code coverage, and fault detection ability. The goal highlighted by the authors is effectiveness, and to measure

the effectiveness, they mentioned the use of precision and recall.

Rehan et al27 conducted a systematic analysis of multicriteria-based regression test selection. The authors analyzed the techniques based on

the selection criteria and metrics used for evaluation. They reported that the efficiency of test selection depends on execution cost, coverage,

fault detection ability, and code changes. Early detection of critical faults and increasing the test suite's rate of fault detection are the goals dis-

cussed in the study. The information sources utilized in the techniques are coverage information, the number of faults detected, execution history,

degree of severity, and execution time. The metrics used in the reviewed techniques are coverage, fault detection rate, code modifications, and

severity measure. Abdul Manan et al29 analyzed regression TCP in combinatorial testing. The goals of these techniques are to increase the test

suite's rate of fault detection and early identification of critical faults. The metrics used with these techniques is APFD, cost-cognizant weighted

average percentage of faults detected (APFDc), and average percentage of statement coverage (APSC).

Lima and Vergilio31 presented a mapping of regression test prioritization techniques in continuous integration environment. The authors rev-

ealed that the trend of proposing TCP techniques during the last 4 years had been increased, and 80% of the proposed techniques are history

based. The goal of the majority of the techniques is to increase test suite's rate of fault detection. The evaluation metrics used in these techniques

are APFD, APFDc, fault detection rate, and time. The sources of information utilized in these techniques are test execution and fault history, cov-

erage information, code changes, and user priority. Hasnain et al30 analyzed the regression TCP techniques for web services. The authors reported

that most regression testing techniques for web services are criteria based. These techniques use coverage information, test adequacy, fault

TABLE 1 A summary of how our current study extends our previous work16

Factors Minhas et al.16 Current study

Focus of the study Regression testing goals Regression testing goals

Perspectives Practitioners and researchers Practitioners and literature

Literature review Reviewing 7 articles to find measures Reviewing 44 articles to find goals, information needs, and measures

Method used Focus group Interviews and online questionnaire

Participants Academics and practitioners Practitioners

No. of participants 4 + 3 (7) 11 + 45 (56)

Development domains 2 9
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severity, and fault dependency as sources of information. Evaluation metrics used for these techniques are APFD, APFDc, average percentage of

fault dependency detected (APFDD), fault detection rate, and severity measure. The goals of these techniques are increasing test suite's rate of

fault detection and early identification of critical faults.

bin Ali et al6 reviewed the empirically evaluated regression testing techniques. The aim was to map the existing regression testing techniques

to the aspects of the industrial context. Along with mapping the existing solutions on regression testing to the industry context, the authors

mapped these solutions regarding desired effects (goals) and information needs. According to the authors, existing techniques are considering the

goals of increasing test suite's rate of fault detection, identification of sever/critical faults, and coverage. The information sources mentioned in

this study are requirement changes, code changes, execution history (test reports), and fault severity. The measurement metrics mentioned in this

study are cost, coverage, severity measure, and fault detection rate.

In a SLR, Khatibsyarbini et al20 classified the regression test prioritization techniques as fault based, history based, search based, and cover-

age based. The authors revealed that APFD is the most utilized metric, followed by APFDc and coverage metrics. The goal of these techniques

is effectiveness (i.e., increasing test suite's rate of fault detection). Test execution history and code coverage information are mentioned as infor-

mation sources in this study. de S. Campos Junior et al33 conducted a review of empirical studies and SLRs on TCP. They revealed that most-

reported prioritization techniques are coverage based and history based. The information sources utilized in these techniques are test execution

and fault history, coverage information, change analysis, and requirement information. The metrics used for evaluation are APFD, APFDc,

and APSC.

Along with the recent SLRs, we selected a literature survey published in 2012 by Yoo and Harman7 to see the trends of regression testing

goals from the older studies. The reason to select this study is that it presents regression testing research spanned over three decades. Yoo

et al. surveyed the literature on regression testing published between 1977 and 2009 to explore different regression testing techniques. The

authors analyzed various approaches to regression testing and provided the list of trends, issues, and goals of regression testing techniques.

The goals listed in this work are increasing test suite's rate of fault detection, early identification of critical/severe faults, detection of faults

related to changes, and coverage. Confidence is stated as the overall goal of regression testing. The authors stated, “the purpose of regression

testing is to provide confidence that the newly introduced changes do not obstruct the behaviors of the existing, unchanged part of the soft-

ware.” Information needs mentioned in this study are test execution and fault detection history, code coverage information, and requirement

information, whereas the metrics highlighted in this survey are APFD, APFDc, fault severity, code coverage metrics, and metrics related to

changes.

Besides considering the systematic reviews of regression testing, we also reviewed some primary studies to see the trends of regression test-

ing concerning the goals, information needs, and metrics. These studies either propose a regression testing technique or present practitioners'

perspectives.

Jafrin et al25 proposed an algorithm to prioritize test cases based on the rate of severity detection associated with dependent faults. In this

study, the authors listed the goals for test cases and TCP goals. Prioritization goals listed in this study are increasing test suite's rate of fault detec-

tion, increasing coverage, confidence, increasing rate of high-risk fault detection, and revealing the faults related to changes. However, the

authors did not explain the sources from where they have identified these goals.

Kwon et al34 proposed an information retrieval (IR) and coverage-based regression test prioritization technique. Increasing test suite's rate of

fault detection was considered the goal of the technique, whereas information sources utilized are code coverage and fault detection rate. The

authors suggested using mutation faults in the absence of actual faults. To measure the test suite's rate of fault detection, the authors used the

APFD metric.

In a survey, Engström and Runeson4 stressed the need to define the organization-specific regression testing goals. However, the authors did

not mention any such goals in the study. White and Robinson24 performed an industrial study. The authors listed a few goals concerning regres-

sion testing. The goals observed in this study are early defect detection based on changes and critical defect detection. The study also presents

the metrics like module dependencies, execution cost, time, number of test cases executed, and code changes. It is reported in various

studies35–37 that most of the regression techniques presented in the literature are using effectiveness (increasing test suite's rate of fault detec-

tion) as a goal. To measure the effectiveness, the authors are using APFD and APFDc metrics. In most cases, authors utilize test execution and

fault detection history to evaluate their techniques concerning effectiveness (i.e., increasing test suite rate of fault detection). However, fault

mutation can also be utilized to compensate for the absence of actual faults.34

From the recent systematic reviews representing the regression testing research up to 2022 and survey by Yoo and Harman,7 and the pri-

mary studies presented above, we learned that the common goal of most techniques is increasing test suite's rate of fault detection. Early identifi-

cation of critical faults and coverage are also mentioned as goals of some techniques. The most utilized metrics in all studies are APFD, APFDc,

and code coverage metrics. Most of the reviewed literature present the goals of regression testing techniques, and a few studies considered the

regression testing goals a primary concern. Only a couple of studies considered this aspect from an industry perspective. Furthermore, we could

not find a precise mapping between the goals and metrics. This fact motivated the authors to conduct a study to investigate research and industry

perspectives on regression testing goals and related aspects. The current study is the continuation of our earlier work,16,17 and it extends16 by

adding literature findings, and perspective of more practitioners representing more domains (see Table 1).
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3 | METHODOLOGY

The study aims to characterize the regression testing goals from research and practice perspectives, and it also strives at comparing two perspec-

tives on regression testing goals. Table 2 presents the research questions that further elaborate the study's aim. To answer the research questions,

we have chosen to conduct the literature review and a survey. For the literature review, we selected the studies where the authors discuss regres-

sion testing goals, information needs, and metrics. We did not opt to conduct the SLR because, along with the in-depth analysis, an SLR covers

the breadth of the existing literature relevant to the research questions.38 An in-depth analysis of regression testing techniques is not the goal of

this study. The only aim was to identify the regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics. For selecting relevant literature, we per-

formed systematic searches that helped to include a reasonable number of relevant studies. We could have two alternatives to understand the

practitioners' perspective of regression testing goals: (i) case study and (ii) survey. A case study investigates a phenomenon in deeper detail. It is a

suitable method for the situations where context is important, and analysis of the cause-effect relationship is the aim.39 In contrast, a survey helps

to identify the characteristics of a larger population and it is a suitable method where the aim is to collect the opinions of a large sample.39 In our

case, we were interested to know the perception of as many practitioners as possible. Simultaneously, we were also keen to know some insight

about the regression testing goals and other associated practices. Therefore, we decided to survey by opting for two data collection methods

interviews and an online questionnaire. Interviews provided us an opportunity to have direct interaction with the practitioners and understand

their perceptions. The online questionnaire helped us to reach the broader population and collect the information about regression testing goals

from a larger sample.

3.1 | Literature review

3.1.1 | Study selection

To answer the first research question (RQ1), we have conducted a literature review of 33 selected papers. Though we did not conduct SLR, we

used systematic searches and followed established methods to extract and present the selected papers' data. However, we do not claim the

exhaustive searches of the studies, and we did not incorporate quality assessments. The reason was that the aim was to get a view of what goals,

questions, and metrics exist concerning regression testing.

Search strategy: We followed snowball search strategies for the selection of studies.40 Snowball search strategy helps find all relevant studies

and still not get too many irrelevant papers to be excluded manually in the subsequent steps.41 The first step in snowball searches is to find the

start set, then we have to iterate the backward and forward snowball iterations.40

Finding the start set: To find a start set for snowball searches, we used keywords based search to identify a basic set of papers, and used the

following search string: (“regression testing” OR “retesting”) AND (“goal” OR “desired effect”) AND (“metric” OR “measure” OR “information

need”). We applied the search string in IEEE, Scopus, and Inspec. We found a total of 175 research papers. We did title scanning of these

175 papers and selected 62 relevant papers for further processing. Later, we read the abstracts of the selected 62 papers, and after applying the

inclusion/exclusion criteria, we selected 13 research papers to include in the start set for snowball searches.

TABLE 2 Research questions

RQ Motivation

RQ1. What are the goals of regression testing discussed in the

literature, and what are the corresponding information needs and

metrics to evaluate these goals?

The objective is to better understand which goals are considered by the

researchers while proposing or evaluating regression test selection and

prioritization techniques. Which information needs they utilize to

achieve the goals. Moreover, to evaluate the goals, what metrics have

been proposed by the researchers. We will also investigate to see if

there is any mapping between the success goals, information needs, and

metrics (e.g., what metrics could be used to evaluate a specific success

goal?).

RQ2. What are the goals of regression testing defined by the

practitioners, and what are the corresponding information needs and

metrics to evaluate these goals?

The objective is to know if the practitioners define any goals to determine

the success in regression testing. Moreover, to see if they use/define

any information needs to achieve the goals and evaluate these with the

prescribed metrics.

RQ3. How are the findings from the literature and the survey related? The aim is to create an integrated view of findings on regression testing

goals, information needs, and metrics and provide actionable guidelines

for practitioners and researchers.
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Snowball iterations: By taking the selected 13 articles as start set, we performed snowball iterations (see Table 3). In the backward

snowballing, we examined the references of every paper in the start set. For the forward snowballing, we reviewed the studies that were citing

any of the papers in the start set. For the identification of citations and searching for papers, we used Google Scholar. In each iteration, the papers

were selected based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned below. In the event of selection, new papers further went through the

snowball iterations. In the first iteration, we found 16 related papers, and in the second iteration, we found only four papers. We stopped the pro-

cess after the second iteration because we could not find new papers related to our topic.

Additional searches: Because our initial searches were focused on the regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics, we did not

focus on any development context during the snowball iterations. However, to overcome this limitation, besides the snowball searches, we looked

at systematic reviews of regression testing published during the last 6 years (i.e., 2017 to 2022) to see if there are studies published lately consid-

ering the context-specific regression testing (goals, information needs, and measures). We searched the Scopus database to find the systematic

reviews on regression testing, and we found 11 systematic reviews published during the last 6 years.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria: Table 4 presents the inclusion and exclusion criteria we used for the selection of primary studies. We selected

regression testing studies that include goals, information needs, and metrics regardless of the development domain. Other constraints that were

applied are the language of the article, publication stage, and availability of the article in full text.

3.1.2 | Data extraction

Before the data extraction, we went through the reading of selected studies, and after the first round of reading, we started identifying the goals,

information needs, and metrics. We used different colors (green for goals, gray for information needs, and yellow for metrics/measures). After

finishing with the color codes, we assigned appropriate labels (where required), and finally, we extracted data by using the data extraction form

(see Table 5). Data extraction was performed jointly by the first and second authors.

TABLE 3 Snowball iterations

Iterations References No. of studies

Start set 4,7,8,16,25,42–49 13

Iteration 1 17,35,37,50–62 16

Iteration 2 19,36,63,64 4

Total No. of studies included 33

TABLE 4 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

1 Article is written in English Article is written in a language other than English

2 Article is focusing on any aspect of regression testing goals,

information needs, or metrics

Article related to regression testing but not considering any aspect of regression

testing goals, information needs, or metrics

3 Article is peer reviewed (i.e., journal, conference, and

workshop)

Article is not peer reviewed (gray literature)

4 Article is available in full text (i.e., the article is

downloadable)

Article is not available in full text

TABLE 5 Data extraction form

Data Item Description

Title Title of the selected study

Authors Authors' names and affiliations

Publication Type, year, and venue of publication

Research method Stated objectives of research, and chosen research methodology

Goals Regression testing success goals, along with the authors' description of the goals

Information needs Information required to fulfill the achievement of the goal

Metric Metrics/measures used/mentioned in the study to evaluate the achievement of the goals
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3.1.3 | Validating literature findings

To ensure the correctness and consistency of data extracted from literature, the first author reviewed the second author's data. The second

author reviewed the data extracted by the first author. Issues were discussed and resolved jointly. Finally, the third author did a random check of

the extracted data.

3.2 | Survey

To answer the second research question (RQ2), we have conducted a survey comprising of interviews and an online questionnaire.

The interviews allow an in-depth investigation of any phenomenon, while the questionnaire provides an opportunity to broaden the scope of

findings.41 We have chosen to conduct interviews with the testing practitioners, as we were interested in understanding the practitioners' per-

spectives in a detailed manner. Later, to know the perspective of the testing practitioners at large, we distributed an online questionnaire among

the practitioners of various companies. Along with the interview guide and online questionnaire detail, the following subsections present the steps

carried to conduct the survey.

3.2.1 | Sample selection

For the surveys, sample selection from the target population is a crucial step.65 Considering the challenge of selecting a representative sample of

all testing practitioners worldwide using probability sampling, we chose nonprobability sampling methods (convenience and snowball sampling).

Nonprobability sampling provides an easy way to select samples using nonrandom sampling techniques, including convenience sampling, quota

sampling, or snowball sampling.66 To ensure the selection of suitable participants for the survey, we set a precondition that the participant must

have worked or is currently working in regression testing. We made this characteristic mandatory for the interviews and also embedded this

requirement in the online questionnaire. If a survey respondent has no experience in regression testing, he will not be able to continue with the

questionnaire's subsequent sections. However, we did not put any boundaries concerning the years of experience. The reason for not limiting

years of experience was that the more answers from people with regression test experience we gain, the more comprehensive the GQM model

would be. The less experienced people may miss out on some of the goals in the organization due to lack of experience, they still contribute valu-

able input to the tree by providing a few goals/measures.

Interview participants: For semi-structured interviews, we used the convenience and snowball sampling methods.65 We started with conve-

nience sampling and contacted practitioners with experience in regression testing using our contact networks. Five participants responded to our

first attempt. We started scheduling interviews with these respondents. Later, we opted for snowball sampling and asked the participating respon-

dents to refer us to practitioners experienced in regression testing, who can willingly participate in the study. With these five participants' help,

we reached six testers who gave their consent to participate in the study (see Table 7).

Online questionnaire participants: For the online questionnaire, we used the snowball sampling approach.65 We asked the interview partici-

pants to provide us further contacts of practitioners with expertise in regression testing. We also sent LinkedIn messages to the testing practi-

tioners and posted the link to the questionnaire in two testers' groups. From all these sources (i.e., contact snowballing, LinkedIn messages, and

testing groups), we received 45 responses to our online questionnaire. The detail of online questionnaire participants is presented in Section 4.2,

please see also Figures 1 and 2.

3.2.2 | Interview steps

Eleven practitioners of nine companies participated in the interviews. Seven of 11 respondents had testing experience ranging from 10 to

15 years. While two of 11 respondents had 2 years of testing experience, two had testing experience of 1 year. Complete detail of interview par-

ticipants is presented in Table 7.

Interview guide: We designed the interview guide (see Appendix A) based on the guidelines of Runeson et al.67 We opted for the open-ended

questions in the interview guide that allowed the interviewees to present their views freely. The second author developed the interview guide,

and the first author reviewed and revised it. Later, the third and fourth authors reviewed the interview guide and provided their feedback. The

comments were discussed among the authors, and necessary changes were made in the interview guide. Finally, to test our interview guide, we

conducted pilot interviews with two experts, and based on the feedback from these experts, we finalized the interview guide.

The interview guide is divided into three sections, including introduction, background, and regression testing. The introduction

section explains the context and purpose of the study. The background section consists of questions to capture the interview respondents'
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background information, including their current role, testing experience, and current projects/product under test. In the regression testing section,

questions were organized to understand practitioners' perspectives on regression testing in general and the success of regression testing in partic-

ular. Then, the questions to capture practitioners' viewpoint on regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics. In the end, we also added

some questions to know the response of practitioners regarding the metrics we identified from the literature.

Interview conduct: We conducted semi-structured interviews, mainly containing open-ended questions, except the questions related to the

metrics identified from the literature. To avoid researchers' bias, we did not include any question that could lead to a desired answer. For inter-

view questions, please see Appendix A.

The interviews with open-ended questions make it hard to capture the complete responses by taking notes. There is a high chance of missing

the essential aspects of the discussion. Besides taking notes, with the participants' prior consent, we audio-recorded all the interviews to ensure

not to leave any piece of information from the participants' responses. Each interview took approximately 30 min.

Analysis: Data collected from the interviews were subject to qualitative analysis. For the analysis of qualitative data, we used thematic analy-

sis, in the thematic analysis, the data is identified into themes and codes based on the frequency and relevance of the collected data. To carry out

data analysis using thematic analysis, we followed a five steps process presented by Lacey and Luff.68

• Transcription: Because all the interviews were audio-recorded, the first step was to transcribe the interviews. The first and second authors tran-

scribed the audio records. In the next step, both transcribers verified each other's transcripts. We also used notes taken during the interviews

to complement the transcripts generated from audio recordings.

• Organizing data: The transcribed data is organized in some specific order to make it uncomplicated and easily accessible. At the first stage, we

assigned ID numbers to each interview, we also assigned IDs to sections of interview transcripts. We eliminated the information from the tran-

scripts that were possibly revealing the identity of the respondents or their organizations.

• Familiarization with the data: Because the interviews were conducted by the first and second authors alternatively, therefore, to completely

understand the context of interviews, we repeatedly went through the listening of recordings and reading of transcripts.

• Coding: For the preliminary coding, we used different colors to categorize different themes in the transcripts. The investigation's primary focus

was on three themes, which mainly correspond to the research questions (goals, information needs, and metrics). We used green color to high-

light the goals, gray color to distinguish information needs, and yellow color to represent the metrics.

• Themes: To define more specific labels, we clustered the definitions based on the similarity of views. For instance, one of the interviewees

stated a goal as “The goal is that no fault with priority 1 (high-risk faults) should slip through. We want to make sure that the customer should

not find any such fault.” Another interviewee stated that “We try to maintain a 100% success rate, we do not want any fault slippage to our

customer.” Similarly, one interviewee stated that “All test cases in regression test pack should be executed with 100% pass, the goal is that

customers should not find any fault.” In all these statements, we can see that practitioners do not want any fault to be slipped to the customer.

Therefore, we grouped all these statements into one cluster. After arranging the goals and measures into relevant clusters, we assigned appro-

priate labels to goals, information needs and metrics by using literature findings. For instance, the goals discussed here were assigned a label of

“No or controlled fault slippage.”

Validation: In addition to the above steps of interpreting and analyzing, after assigning labels, we validated our interpretations with the

selected interview participants. In the feedback, we did not receive any complaint of misinterpretation or misquote from any of the respondents.

All of them were agreed that our interpretations are appropriate and closer to their perspective.

3.2.3 | Online questionnaire steps

Characterization of subjects: In response to our invitation to participate in the online questionnaire, we received 45 testing practitioners' responses.

The respondents are QA Engineers, test leads, test managers, and test analysts. Regarding testing experience, the respondents' experience lie in

the range of 2 to 15 years. The survey respondents are working on the products from different domains, including accounting/finance, automo-

biles, and embedded systems. For details, please see Figures 1 and 2.

Questionnaire design: To conduct an online survey on regression testing goals, using Google Forms, we prepared a questionnaire.* The pur-

pose was to expand the scope of our findings and, to some extent, validate the information collected from the literature and interviews. The ques-

tionnaire was designed by following the guidelines provided in Kitchenham and Pfleeger69 and guided by the results obtained from the literature

and interviews. The questionnaire is divided into three sections. In the first section, the objective, motivation, and terminology of the research are

explained. In the second section, questions are included to collect the respondents' background, the product under test, and information about

the organization. In this section, there is a question about the respondent's experience in regression testing. They have to answer this question as

yes or no, and respondents having experience in regression testing could proceed to the remaining part of the survey. This ensured the quality

and validity of the survey. The last section contains the questions specific to the research topic. There are a total of 21 questions in this section,
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and all are close-ended. In this section, we embedded the questions on information needs and metrics with their respective goals. If a respondent

selects a goal, then the possible list of information needs and metrics is displayed. This helped to keep track of the right information/metrics for

the right goals. We used a 5-point Likert scale for the regression testing goals, which allowed respondents to disagree with any goal provided in

the questionnaire. For information needs and metrics, we used the nominal scale. In addition to a specific list of information needs and metrics,

the questionnaire provided free-text space for respondents to include information needs and the metrics of their choice. These steps helped avoid

researchers' bias.

Questionnaire validation: To evaluate the survey instrument, one of the methods is the pilot execution of the survey. The purpose of the pilot

survey is to identify possible problems with the questionnaire.70 To test our survey questionnaire's validity, we conducted the pilot survey with

the two practitioners. They did not raise any significant issue in the questionnaire except suggesting to elaborate on the study's purpose. Based

on the feedback, we made a few changes to the questionnaire.

Questionnaire conduct: We used Google Forms to distribute the questionnaire to the potential respondents. With the help of interview partic-

ipants, we contacted 14 practitioners and requested them to forward the questionnaire to the people working in regression testing. We also sent

80 requests using LinkedIn messages, and we posted our questionnaire in two testing groups. As an outcome of these invites, we received

45 responses.

Analysis: Data collected using the questionnaire was subject to quantitative analysis. We were supposed to present the Likert scales' summa-

ries for the goals, information needs, and metrics selected/identified by the respondents. We used descriptive statistics for the analysis of the

data.71 The results are presented in form of summary tables and graphs (see Figures 1–3 and Table 6).

3.3 | Threats to validity

This study employed the literature review and a survey as the research methods. There could be potential threats to the validity of the results

obtained through literature and survey. The following subsections discuss the threats to validity and possible mitigation strategies, following the

guidelines provided in Wohlin et al41 and Runeson and Höst.67

Construct validity: This aspect of validity could be associated with the choice of treatment for the study and its expected outcomes. In our

case, it could be linked to selecting studies for the literature review, selecting survey participants, and creating the GQM model.

For the literature review, while selecting the primary studies, we opted snowballing technique.40 However, we cannot guarantee the exhaus-

tive searches, but the consistency of findings is the evidence that we retrieved a sufficient amount of relevant studies.

While designing the survey instruments, we carefully followed the respective guidelines67,69 for the design of the interviews and online

questionnaire. Further, we conducted pretests by conducting pilot interviews and surveys. Based on the outcomes of pretests, we augmented

our survey instruments. Concerning the survey participants, we used convenience sampling to select the initial participants. Later, we used

the snowball sampling method to select the participants further. Given the specific focus of the study (experience in regression testing), it

was not easy to recruit practitioners. To reduce this threat to validity to some degree, we created our GQM model from three sources

(Figure 4): the literature, the interviews with company representatives, and the survey. The consequence may be that we may have missed

including some goals and measures in this model. Therefore, we do not claim to have developed an all-encompassing model for regression

testing goals, information needs, and measures. Rather, we created a baseline that companies can work with and extend based on their

context.

Internal validity: Internal validity threats mainly deal with the credibility (data collection and sample selection) of the study, that is, whether

the obtained results are valid or not. Internal validity refers to the factors that affect the outcome of the research. We followed the well-defined

search strategies to find the relevant studies and employed systematic procedures for data extraction and analysis. We used audio recordings for

the interviews and selected the interviewees based on their experience and interest in the regression testing. Furthermore, after transcribing the

interviews and assigning the appropriate labels, we validated our interpretations from the interview participants. For the survey, the questionnaire

is updated and revised before distributing it. In the questionnaire, we used the multiple-choice questions, and to avoid the researchers' bias, in

every question, we provided the option for the free-text response.

External validity: The external validity threats refer to the concept of generalization of the results. Along with the literature review of

33 research papers, this study results from 11 interviews and 45 responses to the online questionnaire. The practitioners who participated in this

study represent various organizations working on diversified domains and from different countries. Even though we have added data to the body

of knowledge, because we employed convenience sampling to select interview participants, it may threaten external validity. However, we have

provided the interview and questionnaire respondents' background information, which may help generalize the context.

Conclusion validity: The conclusion validity threat deals with the quality of the conclusions drawn from the collected data. We ensured the tri-

angulation for all aspects of data that is data collection and interpretation. This study's conclusions are the outcome of data collected from multi-

ple sources (literature review, interviews, and online questionnaire). We employed well-defined methods for data interpretation and analysis. We

also verified our interpretations from the selected respondents.
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4 | RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 | Literature review

To answer RQ1, we have selected 33 research papers. The selected studies are those in which authors consider regression testing goals or pro-

pose or evaluate the regression testing techniques based on goals. Various selected studies are also specifying the information needs and metrics

that could be used to evaluate the goals' achievement. Besides the initial searches, we also looked at 11 systematic reviews of regression testing

published during the last 6 years (i.e., 2017–2022) to determine whether these systematic reviews lead to additional goals, information needs,

and metrics. The detailed review of these studies is presented in Section 2. The findings of these studies are merged in the results. Table 6 pre-

sents a mapping of goals and corresponding metrics, along with the information needed to aid the assessment of the goal. We have created the

mapping using the authors' descriptions in the studies and the following proposition:

“To achieve/evaluate goal G, based on information needs IN, use the metric M.”

4.1.1 | Regression testing goals identified from literature

This section presents a brief description of the regression testing goals found in the literature.

G1. Increasing test suite's rate of fault detection: Finding maximum faults early and quickly is the objective of any testing process, and it corre-

sponds to the effectiveness of any testing method/technique.25,36 The goal is listed in 72% of the included studies.

G2. Early identification of critical faults: Finding highly critical faults early in the testing process is another performance goal for regression testing.

It refers to detecting the faults that could have a severe impact on the system under test and can exist in critical modules. This goal appeared

in 30% of the included studies.

G3. Detection of faults related to changes: Early detection of faults introduced by the developers due to changes and bug fixes is another perfor-

mance goal because the presence of such faults could break the regression testing.43 Such faults should be detected as early as possible. The

goal is listed in 10% of the included studies.

G4. Coverage: Covering maximum code with a small number of test cases is the goal of regression testing techniques. These techniques are

referred to as coverage-based techniques, and 25% of the included studies refer to this goal.

G5. No or controlled fault slippage: Fault slippage is a phenomenon where the testing process fails to find a fault in software under test, and the

product is delivered to the subsequent phases (e.g., release). This goal is highlighted in only two included studies, and both these studies rep-

resent the practitioners' perspective.

TABLE 6 GQM mapping of regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics—Literature

Goal Information need Metric

G1: Increasing test suite's rate of fault

detection3,6-8,17,19-21,25,27,29-33,35,35,36,42,44-48,48–50,54,55,62–64
Coverage-based

information,3,19,27,30,31,33,44,63

Requirements information,6,21,33,62

Test execution/fault detection

history3,6–8,20,27,31,33,49

APFD,7,8,19,25,35,47–49,55,62–64,723,20,21,29–33

APFDc,7,25,36,44,553,20,21,29–33 Test case

failure rate49

G2: Early identification of critical

faults3,17,25,27,29,30,37,44,49,55,56,62–64
Module criticality/Test

criticality3,27,44 Fault dependency

matrix,21,46 Changes in

requirements,6,31,33,64 Test

execution/fault detection

history37,57,59

APFDc,3,20,21,25,29–33,44,55 APFDD,30,37,46

Fault severity21,25,27,30,44

G3: Detection of faults related to changes25,43,52,63 Changes in requirements,6,31,33,64

Code changes6,31,33,43,52,57
BFCP43

G4: Coverage6,16,17,19,25,44,47,58,59,63 Coverage-based

information3,19,27,30,31,33,59,60,63
Code coverage

metrics6,21,27,29,33,44,47,49,60

G5: No or Controlled fault slippage16,17

G6: Confidence16,17,25,47,63 Changes in requirements, Coverage-

based information, and Product

complexity16
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G6. Confidence: The testers should have confidence in their regression testing process and ultimately they must have confidence about the

reached quality of software under test.17,63 Confidence is listed as regression testing goal in the studies that are representing the perspective

of practitioners (e.g., Minhas et al.16,17); this goal appeared in 11% of the included studies.

4.1.2 | Information needs and metrics identified from literature

Information needs: The fulfillment of regression testing goals is subject to the selection/prioritization of the test cases, and it requires practitioners

to know various aspects, generally termed as information needs. We present here the information needs required to fulfill the regression testing

goals identified in this study.

IN1: Requirements information: Based on the importance, stability, and fault-proneness of the requirements, practitioners can prioritize the test

cases to increase the fault detection rate. Further requirements information can help the practitioners locate the source of defects more

conveniently.62

IN2: Test case execution/fault detection history: Using test execution history, we can evaluate various metrics for a test case, for example, fault

detection rate, detection of severe faults, and test case failure rate. Various authors have specified the use of test case execution and fault

detection history for the test case selection and TCP techniques.7,8

IN3: Module criticality/Test criticality: To estimate fault severity, two possible information could be used: (i) information related to

module criticality (importance of the module under test) and (ii) information related to test criticality (ability of a test case to detect sever

faults).44

IN4: Changes in requirements/code changes: Bug-fixing changes might break the regression testing.43 The code changes are the source of

a majority of new defects in the system. Therefore, knowledge of changes is an essential information need for the regression testing

process.52

IN5: Coverage-based information: The testers can utilize the coverage-based information to select/prioritize test cases. It will help achieve regres-

sion testing goals and ultimately increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the regression testing. Various authors mention utilizing this

information for the test case selection and prioritization techniques.19,44,63

IN6: Fault dependency matrix: The fault dependency matrix could be used to identify the leading faults. Such faults are considered severe faults,

and identifying these faults is in the scope regression testing goal (i.e., early identification of critical faults).46

Metrics: Various metrics concerning regression testing techniques are presented in the literature. Below, we discuss the metrics relevant to

evaluating the identified goals. It is significant to highlight that most metrics require data from test execution history, which might not always be

available. Therefore, it is suggested that practitioners maintain historical data to assess metrics. For example, practitioners need to record the fault

detection history to measure the APFD. They should record coverage-based information with test execution history to evaluate the code cover-

age metric. Furthermore, change-logs are required to assess the bug-fixing change impact prediction (BFCP). The practitioners need to maintain

the fault dependency matrix to measure the APFDD.

M1. To measure the rate of fault detection, APFD could be used.35,63 APFD measures the average of total percentage of faults detected by exe-

cuting all the test cases present in the test suite. The APFD value is directly proportional to the fault detection rate.

M2. The APFDc is used to measure the rate of fault detection and cost efficiency of test suite. It provides a mechanism to measure the varying

test cases along with the fault cost and severity.55

M3. Test case failure rate represents the ratio of number of times a test case has failed to a number of times it has been executed. A test case

with higher failure rate is a potential test case to be included in the regression suite.

M4. APFDD measures how quickly dependency among the faults can be detected during the execution of a test suite. APFDD values range from

0 to 100, higher value means faster dependency detection.37

M5. Tang et al43 introduced an IR-based approach, BFCP. BFCP could help predict whether a bug-fixing change will break the regression testing.

By mining the source code change history, it identifies the bug-fixing changes that can break the regression testing before running the

regression test cases.

M6. Code coverage metrics estimate how much code is tested by a test set. Askarunisa et al44 introduced various coverage-based metrics to eval-

uate the test coverage at various levels of detail, including the APSC, the average percentage of branch coverage (APBC), the average per-

centage of loop coverage (APLC), and the average percentage of condition coverage (APCC).

M7. Severity measure helps to identify the test cases that can reveal higher number of sever faults. Severity value could be assigned to

the faults based on their impact on the product.73 Average severity of faults detected (ASFD) is a metric used to measure the severity of

faults.74
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4.2 | Survey

The survey findings consist of the interview results and the online questionnaire results. The following subsections present the findings from both

means of the survey.

4.2.1 | Interviews

We have conducted semi-structured interviews with 11 practitioners from nine different companies. The participating practitioners' testing expe-

rience ranges from 1 to 15 years. Concerning development approaches, all the participants reported using Agile/Scrum. Table 7 presents details

about the interview participants. The practitioners who participated in the interviews represent four different countries (Sweden, Belgium, India,

and the United States). They work on different product, including health care, mobile gaming, IT services, Telecom, retail and distribution systems,

customized solutions, and infotainment systems. Although the participants represented different companies, there is overlap concerning the

development domains. For example, participants I-1 and I-8 are working on health care systems, and I-4 and I-5 are working on IT services. How-

ever, we cannot infer that commonalities in the product domains impact the perspectives.

The primary focus of investigations was to know the perception of practitioners about regression testing in general and regression testing

goals and metrics in particular. Besides collecting the background information of the participants, we asked them to tell us how they are per-

forming regression testing in their company, the scope of regression testing, and the goals and metrics they use to assess their success in regres-

sion testing. To get an overall overview, we asked the participants to elaborate on, “What is regression testing for them? Why and when they

need to perform the regression testing?” The practitioners' perception of regression testing is presented here:

I-1. “After adding new features or bug fixing we go back and try to see if this change has broken something else.”
I-2. “In the event of any change, we have to perform regression testing to ensure that we have not damaged the quality of the existing software

product's functionality.”
I-3. “To ensures that nothing is broken and everything is working in the system.”
I-4. “To make sure that whatever the bug fixed in the previous release, those do not break the existing working functionality.”
I-5. “When we introduce new changes to the application, we perform regression testing on the other areas of the application that are not part of

new changes. To make sure that the new changes do not affect the other parts of the application. The functionality of the other parts is

working correctly.”
I-6. “Regression testing is to verify the existing functionality did not get affected with the update to the existing code, and that is the main idea

of this.”
I-7. “Regression testing focuses on finding out the side effects that might cause because of bug fixes, or it might be side effects because of the

implementation of the new features. Therefore our primary focus is to identify the side effects of the changes.”
I-8. “Because of changing technology, we need to add new features to our product, and after adding new features, we perform regression testing

to ensure that the current product is working fine.”

TABLE 7 Interview participants

ID Role
Testing experience
(in years) Product Approach Releases per year Location

I-1 Lead QA engineer 15 Health care Agile 2 Sweden

I-2 Program test manager 12 Retail and distribution Agile 4 Belgium

I-3 Test lead 12 Web and mobile products Scrum Releasing patches frequently Sweden

I-4 Senior test lead manager 12 IT services Scrum 4 USA

I-5 Technical test lead 11 IT services and consulting Scrum 3 India

I-6 Senior test analyst and QA lead 10 Multiple domains Agile 2 to 6 Sweden

I-7 Test lead 10 Infotainment systems Scrum Not fixed India

I-8 SQA engineer 2 Health care Scrum 6 India

I-9 Software tester 2 Mobile gaming and casino Scrum 6 Sweden

I-10 Software tester 1 Telecom Scrum 4 Sweden

I-11 Test analyst 1 Financial services Scrum 6 to 12 patches Sweden
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I-9. “In general, regression testing is system testing that ensures the software's quality after the changes to the system. In our case, the changes

are enhancements, patches, or any configuration changes. Along with the changes, regression testing helps identify new faults that could be

the results of the bug-fixes.”
I-10. “After every release, we need to make sure that the previous functionalities are workings. We have to ensure that all bugs are fixed, and

there are no new bugs introduced so that the old functionalities are working together with the new functionalities.”
I-11. “Regression testing checks that after any changes, if the system is working? It is to test whether the system is working according to the

mentioned functionality. Hence, regression testing is a kind of functional re-testing.”

The practitioners use existing system tests for regression testing. They run the regression tests after modifications or bug fixing to see if the

changes did not negatively affect the unchanged parts of the system. All the participants told us that they run a selected set of test cases while

performing regression testing. However, the criteria for selecting the subset of test cases from the larger test suites vary among different perspec-

tives. For instance, three of them (I-5, I-6, and I-7) select and prioritize test cases based on changes and their possible impact on the other func-

tionalities. In some cases, practitioners (I-1, I-8, and I-9) told us that they have a predefined set of test cases applied to test if the basic

functionality is working correctly after any system changes. Along with running the predefined set of test cases, they also run some sanity tests to

ensure that other major functionalities are also working correctly. Three participants (I-2, I-3, and I-4) told us that they prioritize the test cases

based on the functionality's importance. For instance, test cases that test the core functionalities will have the highest priority. One participant (I-

10) revealed that they prioritize the test cases based on robustness, and one participant (I-11) told us that they prioritize the test cases based on

the business impact.

Regression testing goals defined by the interview participants

To know the practitioners' goals for regression testing, we asked: “What are the goals that you think are essential to achieve success in regression

testing?” To grasp the right perception of the practitioners, many times we needed to rephrase this question from different angles. Table 8 pre-

sents the summary of regression testing goals identified from interviews, whereas practitioners' definitions of the goals are presented in the para-

graphs to follow. Table 8 presents the summary of regression testing goals identified from interviews, whereas practitioners' definitions for these

goals are presented in the subsequent paragraphs.

Of the 11, six practitioners defined G5: No or controlled fault slippage as their goal, with varying descriptions. The statements of the practi-

tioners regarding this goal are:

I-1. “The goal is that no fault with priority 1 (high-risk faults) should slip through. We want to make sure that the customer should not find any

such fault.”
I-2. “All test cases in regression test pack should be executed with 100% pass, the goal is that customers should not find any fault.”
I-4. “There should be no priority 1 or priority 2 defects in the system while releasing it to the client.”
I-6. “The goal is that we should not let a fault slip through that can break the existing application.”
I-9. “We try to avoid hotfixes after release, or at least we try to reduce the number of hotfixes.”
I-11. “We try to maintain a 100% success rate, we do not want any fault slippage to our customer.”

Four practitioners defined G6: Confidence as their goal. The practitioners want to be confident about the reliability and the reached quality of

the product. The statement of the practitioners regarding confidence are as follows:

TABLE 8 Regression testing goals—Interviews results I-1 to I-11 are the practitioners' IDs and (✓) means that the goal was defined by the
respective practitioners

Goal I-1 I-2 I-3 I-4 I-5 I-6 I-7 I-8 I-9 I-10 I-11

G1: Increasing test suite's rate of fault detection ✓ ✓

G2: Early identification of critical faults ✓ ✓ ✓

G3: Detection of faults related to changes ✓ ✓

G4:Coverage ✓ ✓ ✓

G5: No or controlled fault slippage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

G6: Confidence ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

G7: Test suite maintenance ✓ ✓

G8: Team's awareness of changes and overall application knowledge ✓ ✓
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I-3. “The goal is to increase the confidence in the reliability of the system under test at a faster rate, and this could be only done with opting

smarter approaches for regression testing.”
I-4. “With the regression testing, I want to be confident that nothing should be broken in the system under test.”
I-10. “We want to be confident that it is safe enough to release the product to the customer.”
I-11. “The goal is to gain the customers' confidence and trust, and this is only possible if we are confident that we have tested enough and it is

safe to release the product.”

Three practitioners stated that G2: Early identification of critical faults is their goal, the practitioners perspective in this regard is

I-1. “We try to identify the high risk faults, early detection of critical faults is our goal.”
I-3. “Early identification of critical bugs is our goal, we have to make it sure that there should be no sever faults in the key user functionalities.”
I-9. “Critical bugs are show stopper. Severity detection of bugs and their early detection is one of our essential goals.”

Three practitioners defined G4: Coverage as their success goal, the statements of the practitioners are

I-7. “What percentage of code is covered, and what percentage of test cases covered against defects found? It is an important parameter to

assess the success in regression testing.”
I-8. “Whenever we get a new build, we have to make it sure that all basic functionalities have been covered.”
I-10. “Covering all robust test cases is an important goal.”

G3: Detection of faults related to changes is the goal specified by the two practitioners, their statements are

I-3. “Early evaluation of changes and detection of faults related to changes is an essential goal in regression testing.”
I-7. “How many defects found based on changes and against changes is an important goal to be measured.”

Two practitioners stated G1: Increasing test suite rate of fault detection is their goal. The practitioners' perspective regarding defect detection is

I-4. “Early detection of bugs is an important goal, which saves time for developers and testers. What is the rate of fault detection is important.”
I-9. “An increased rate of fault detection provides you confidence about your underlying regression testing approach and strategy.”

Two practitioners stated that G7: Test suite maintenance is their goal. Test suite maintenance is listed as a regression testing challenge in the

existing studies.4,17,75,76 The practitioners' perspective regarding test suite maintenance is

I-5. “To keep the test suite updated all the time so that it really helps with future releases. A well-maintained test suite is always an essential

requirement for your success in regression testing.”
I-7. “ To make it sure that we should not miss any issues, we have to keep the test suite updated.”

Two practitioners stated that G8: Team's awareness of changes and overall application knowledge has a significant impact on the success of

regression testing. In our interview-based multicase study,17 the practitioners highlighted it as a success criterion required to aid the achievement

of various goals. The practitioners' perspective regarding this goal is

I-5. “To keep the team educated always with the new changes and with the overall application knowledge is important.”
I-8. “ What are the fixes developers have made in the newer version? We need to learn that. We have to review the release note of the old ver-

sion and get aware of the product. Having knowledge of such things is crucial for the success of regression testing.”

Information needs and metrics defined by the interview participants

The next essential part of our investigations was to know the response of practitioners about information needs and metrics/measures to be used

to achieve/evaluate the success in regression testing. We asked a series of questions for instance, we asked:

i. Do you measure or evaluate the goals?

ii. How do you measure?

iii. Which are the information needs necessary to achieve the goals?

iv. Which metrics do you use to evaluate the success goals?
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While responding to the question, “Do you measure or evaluate the goals?,” the response of the interview participants was a mix of yes and

no. The majority of them responded, yes, we do measure; a couple of participants straightforwardly said no, we do not measure; and some of the

participants told us that to some extent, they analyze the results.

In response to the second question, “How do you measure?,” one of the participants revealed that they are using an agile-based

tracking system to track the fulfillment of the goals. Some participants narrated that they make guesses based on their experience

and product knowledge, whereas a couple of participants are using defect count as a measure to evaluate their goals. They have a

defined threshold to decide if they can release the product. For instance, defect rate per unit time and the number of critical defects

versus total defects are used to evaluate the success. Another measure that is being used is the ratio between the number of defects and

test cases.

From the responses of the participants regarding the questions, “Which are the information needs necessary to achieve the goals?” and

“Which metrics do you use to evaluate the success goals?” We learnt that companies are making some sort of assessments to evaluate the

success in regression testing. Regarding information needs, five practitioners (I-1, I-2, I-5, I-6, and I-8) stated that the use of requirements infor-

mation helps fulfill the regression testing goals. Four practitioners (I-3, I-4, I-5, and I-7) discussed the use of test case execution/fault detection

history. Two practitioners (I-2 and I-5) highlighted the importance of knowledge of changes for success in regression testing, and one practi-

tioner (I-9) said that they maintain the code coverage information to track the coverage of high-risk cases. Regarding metrics, three practi-

tioners (I-3, I-4, and I-7) reported the use of fault detection rate (number of defects found). Three practitioners (I-2, I-5, and I-8) stated that

they track the test case failure rate to evaluate success. Two practitioners (I-2 and I-9) said that they measure the coverage rate to evaluate

the success goals. In the majority of the companies, judgments are made based on the guesses of practitioners. However, while making

assessment guesses, the practitioners consider some real-time outcomes like the number of defects found versus the number of test cases

executed.

4.2.2 | Interview participants' responses on metrics identified from literature

In the last part of the interview, we presented the metrics that we found from literature and asked them to see if they recognize these

metrics and what is their opinion about the usefulness of these metrics for measuring the success. Six metrics got recognition from the

interview participants (see Table 9). Three participants (I-3, I-8, and I-11) endorsed APFD, three participants (I-1, I-3, and I-11) endorsed

APFDc, two participants (I-2 and I-8) voted for test case failure rate, and two (I-1 and I-8) endorsed the fault severity measure. One partic-

ipant (I-8) endorsed BFCP, and one participant (I-7) opted for code coverage. Three participants (I-4, I-6, and I-10) stated that they were

not aware of the metrics presented in the literature. In contrast, two participants (I-5 and I-9) said they do not use the metrics defined in

the literature.

The perspective of individual practitioners who did not recognize the metrics identified from literature are presented here:

I-4. I am unaware of these metrics.

I-5. In actual projects, we would not be using any of the metrics defined in the literature.

I-6. We are not familiar with the metrics given in the literature.

I-7. Some of the metrics presented in the literature may not be applicable in some areas. However, code coverage is a metric that is

measurable.

I-9. We do not consider the metrics given in the literature, but somehow we follow these metrics as summary.

I-10. I am unable to answer this question because I am unaware of these metrics.

TABLE 9 Literature metrics of regression testing, recognized by the interview participants

Metric Endorsed by

Average percentage of faults detected (APFD) I-3, I-8, I-11

Cost-cognizant weighted average percentage of faults detected (APFDc) I-1, I-3, I-11

Test case failure rate I-2, I-8

Average percentage of fault dependency detected (APFDD) -

Fault severity measure I-1, I-8

Bug-fixing change impact prediction (BFCP) I-8

Code coverage I-7
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4.2.3 | Online questionnaire

To illustrate the research perspective, we used results from the literature. To highlight the industry perspective, we interviewed the practitioners

representing nine companies from four different countries. We conducted interviews openly asking about goals, information needs, and metrics

to check saturation (do we find more goals and metrics prior to surveying a larger set of people). Then, we see yes, we got two new goals but did

not learn anything new for the metrics. We also got more qualitative information here (deeper insights). From the interview results, we observed

that practitioners have a different perspective of regression testing goals and metrics. Although the practitioners have their own goals, to some

extent, they recognize the literature goals. However, almost half of them did not support the metrics/measures presented in the literature.

To have insight from a larger set, we opted for an online questionnaire based survey. To avoid any misinterpretations, we provided a brief

description of each goal. We listed all goals that we found in the literature and interviews. We received 45 correct responses of the practitioners

working in different roles and having different experiences. Figure 1 provides the detail of participating practitioners' roles and experience in the

field of software testing. The most-reported role is QA engineer with (23 of 45) 51% of the participants, followed by the test lead with (9 of 45)

20% of the participants, test manager (6 of 45) 13%, test analyst (4 of 45) 9%, and test architect (3 of 45) 7%. The majority of the respondents

(21 of 45) 47% have an experience between two to five years, followed by (11 of 45) 24% having more than ten years of experience, (10 of 45)

22% have an experience between five to ten years, and (3 of 45) 7% of the respondents have an experience between 1 and 2 years. Concerning

the company size, most of the respondents represented large-scale companies. As (27 of 45) 60% of the respondents are from companies with

more than 1000 employees, (6 of 45)13% are from companies with 500–1000 employees, (8 of 45) 18% are from companies with 100–500

employees, and (4 of 45) 9% are from companies with less than 100 employees.

The respondents are working on different domains, including accounting and finance, automobile systems, business services, embedded sys-

tems, Telecom, mobile applicant ions, and medical devices. Figure 2 presents the detail of product domain on which survey respondents are work-

ing. Regression testing is highly important for 58% of the respondents, important for 20%, and moderate for 22% of the respondents. Among the

F IGURE 1 Role and testing experience of the survey respondents

F IGURE 2 Software development domains on which survey respondents are working
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respondents, 27 of 45 said that they implement selective regression testing (i.e., running a selected sub of test cases), whereas 18 of 45 stated

that they implement retest all policy (i.e., running all test cases in the regression suite). Concerning product releases, the majority of respondents

replied that they have multiple releases for their products every year. Only two of 45 respondents revealed that they have one release for their

product per year.

Regression testing goals

Figure 3 presents the response of survey respondents on regression testing goals, and an overall mapping of goals, information needs, and metrics

is presented in Table 10.

Of the 45 respondents, 26 (58%) practitioners selected increasing test suite's rate of fault detection (G1) as their goal, 13 were neutral, and six

opposed this option. Thirty-nine (87%) of the respondents agreed that early identification of critical faults (G2) is a goal for regression testing, four

opted to neutral, and two disagreed. Thirty-seven (82%) agreed that the detection of faults related to changes (G3)is an essential goal for regression

testing, two were neutral, and six disagreed with this option. Only 18 (40 %) chose coverage (G4) as their goal, 22 (49 %) chosen to remain neutral,

and five disagreed. Thirty-five (78%) agreed that no or controlled fault slippage (G5) is their goal, eight respondents opted to stay neutral, and only

two respondents disagreed. Thirty-five (78%) practitioners chosen confidence (G6) as their goal, five remained neutral, and five disagreed. Besides

these goals, 89% of the survey respondents suggested that test suite maintenance (G7) is an efficient way contributes to the success of regression

testing. Similarly, 80% of the respondents emphasized that the team's awareness of changes and overall application knowledge (G8) are the primary

requirements for success in regression testing.

Information needs and metrics

In the survey questionnaire, we embedded the information needs and metrics with every goal. We also provided the free-text space to allow the

respondents to state any goal, information need, or metric which we may not have listed in the questionnaire. The survey respondents did not

mention any new goals. However, they listed a few information needs and metrics other than those we listed in the questionnaire.

Information needs: The survey respondents have listed a few information needs. The most mentioned information need is the requirements

information as it was listed against five different goals. For example, 73% of the respondents mentioned it against G8, 69% listed it against G7,

63% against G6, 42% against G5, and 5% mentioned it against G1. Code changes was listed as information need for two goals, 71% of the respon-

dent mentioned it as information need to achieve G7, and 41% of the respondents thinks it is required to achieve G3. 57% of the respondents

against G8 lists past fault detection history. Similarly, fault dependence is listed against G2 by 37% of the respondents. Along with the listed infor-

mation needs, the survey respondents have stated their own information needs, including business impact against two goals G2 and G4, domain

knowledge against G8, and coverage of impacted modules G3 and G5. Table 10 presents the detail of information needs along with the respective

goals and metrics.

Metrics/metrics: From the interviews, we learned that practitioners do not use any metrics defined in the literature to evaluate the success

goals. They mainly make guesses based on their experience and knowledge. Only six interview participants endorsed a few metrics defined in the

literature. Therefore, it was interesting to see if the survey respondents recognize the metrics given in the literature. Using the results obtained

F IGURE 3 Regression testing goals—questionnaire results
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from the literature, we listed a set of metrics for each goal. The respondents could select the one, many, or none for the goals they opted to agree

to or strongly agree. They were provided with the free-text space to provide their own choices if different from those provided. The majority of

practitioners listed metrics/measures against each goal. They selected varying choices of metrics against each goal. However, the majority pre-

ferred to choose from the list of given options. A few of the respondents provided metrics other than the given list. For instance, two respondents

mentioned pass percentage of the total number of scenarios executed as a metric to evaluate G6. Table 10 presents the complete set of metrics

along with the respective goals. Three metrics test case failure rate, APFD, and code coverage metrics were, respectively, selected by 62%, 56%, and

26% of the respondents for G1. The metrics severity measure, code coverage metrics, and APFDc were selected for G2 by 77%, 28%, and 23%

respondents. BFCP, APFD, and Test case failure rate were listed by 69%, 26%, and 9% respondents to evaluate G3. Code coverage metrics is listed

by 38% of the respondents to evaluate G4, and 42% of the respondents listed it to evaluate G5. To have confidence (G6) in the regression testing

63% respondents suggested to measure the test case failure rate, 45% opted to evaluate the code coverage metrics, and 9% suggests to evaluate

the pass percentage of total scenarios executed. For G7 and G8, the survey respondents did not suggest any metrics.

4.3 | Using GQM to integrate research and practice perspectives

From the interview results (see Table 8), it is evident that the majority of the practitioners defined more than one goal for success in regression

testing. The same trend was observed in the responses to the online questionnaire (see Figure 3). Although the authors of most techniques pro-

posed in the literature focus on a single goal, they mention other goals. It reflects that only a single goal cannot guarantee success. Furthermore,

TABLE 10 GQM mapping of goals, information needs, and metrics—Survey

Goal

G-Response

(%age)a Information needs

IN-Response

(%age)b Metrics

M-Response

(%age)c

G1: Increasing test suite's rate of fault

detection

58% Requirements information 5% Test case failure rate 62%

APFD 56%

Code coverage metrics 26%

G2: Early identification of critical

faults

87% Business Impact 81% Severity measure 77%

Fault dependency 37% Code coverage metrics 28%

APFDc 23%

G3: Detection of faults related to

changes

82% Code changes 41% BFCP 69%

Coverage of impacted

modules

77% APFD 26%

Test case failure rate 9%

G4: Coverage 40% Business impact 58% Code coverage metrics 38%

G5: No or controlled fault slippage 78% Requirements information 42% Code coverage metrics 42%

Coverage of impacted

modules

61%

G6: Confidence 78% Requirements information 63% Test case failure rate 63%

Code coverage metrics 45%

Pass percentage of the

total scenarios executed

5%

G7: Test suite maintenance 95% Requirements information 69%

Code changes 71%

G8: Team's awareness of changes &

overall application knowledge

80% Domain knowledge 80%

Requirements information 73%

Past fault detection history 57%

aG-Response (%age) = Practitioners' response for goals as sum of percentages of strongly agree and agree.
bIN-Response (%age) = The percentage is calculated against the number of respondents who have selected the corresponding goal.
cM-Response (%age) = The percentage is calculated against the number of respondents who have selected the corresponding goal.
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the identified goals have a certain level of interdependency. For instance, increasing test suite's coverage (G4) without increasing fault detection

rate (G1) will be useless. Besides its maximum coverage (G4) and a reasonable fault detection rate (G1), if a test suite misses the critical faults

(G2), it will not solve the purpose. Similarly, Controlling fault slippage (G5) requires that the underlying regression testing technique should be able

to select/prioritize the fault-revealing test cases (G1), it should identify all critical faults (G2), and cover all changed/impacted modules (G3, G4).

Finally, to be confident (G6) about the success in regression testing, testers want to ensure that no critical fault is being slipped through (G5) to

the customer. This highlights the need for a holistic map of goals and associated selection/prioritization strategies.

Using GQM approach, we have created a model that maps goals, information needs, and metrics (see Figure 4). The model provides a com-

bined view of the literature and survey findings, and it would be helpful for practitioners in adopting regression testing strategies suitable to their

context. It will also help researchers to propose new techniques tailored to the industry's needs.

We have classified the goals into three categories. Practitioners' goals (identified from the survey) are shown in dark green, goals shown in

light green represent goals identified from studies conducted in an industry context and from the survey. Goals in light blue represent goals identi-

fied from studies proposing or evaluating regression testing techniques. Our model gives confidence (G6) a central place and suggests controlling

the fault slippage (G5). To control the fault slippage, ensure the early identification of critical faults (G2), detect the faults related to changes and

bug fixes (G3), ensure that all essential paths have been covered (G4), and try to maximize the rate of fault detection (G1). Furthermore, two goals

test suite maintenance (G7) and team's awareness of changes and overall application knowledge (G8) identified from the survey have been placed

on top and considered essential criteria to be confident in the regression testing process. The model is created based on the following

proposition:

F IGURE 4 A GQM-based model of regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics
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To achieve a goal “G,” calculate metric “M” using relevant information needs “IN” and opt for the respective regression testing strategy.

Using the model, we can derive the following guidelines:

1. To increase test suite's rate of fault detection (G1), use the APFD value calculated using fault detection history and select/prioritize the fault-

revealing test cases.

2. To achieve the early detection of critical faults (G2), use the APFDc and severity measure calculated using test execution/fault detection his-

tory and select/prioritize test cases that reveal severe faults.

3. To achieve the early detection of critical faults (G2), use the APFDD value calculated using fault dependency matrix and select/prioritize test

cases that reveal leading faults.

4. To detect the faults related to changes (G3), use the BFCP calculated using the information of changes/fixes and select test cases that test

changes.

5. To achieve increased coverage (G4), use coverage metrics calculated using the coverage information of test cases and select test cases with

higher coverage.

Application of these guidelines would not be difficult for practitioner's. For instance, if practitioners want to achieve the goal increasing test

suite's rate of fault detection (G1), they can use the past execution history of the test cases to measure the rate of fault detection, and based on

these metrics, they can select/prioritize the fault-revealing test cases. Similarly, to assess the achievement of a goal, the practitioners can use the

real-time test results to see if they have achieved their goal(s). For example, to measure the achievement of increasing test suite's rate of fault

detection (G1), using the fault detection data for each test case, they can calculate the APFD.

5 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we have investigated the literature and the industry perspectives on regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics. From

the findings of 33 studies selected initially and 11 additional systematic reviews, we learnt that regression testing goals are not specific to product

domain, development environment, or technique type. For example, increasing test suite's rate of fault detection is mentioned as a goal of regres-

sion testing techniques proposed for web applications,30 continuous integration environment,31 and of the techniques where authors did not

highlight any domain or environment. Similarly, authors of machine learning,3 history-based, search-based, and coverage-based20,27 regression

testing techniques use increasing test suite's rate of fault detection as one of the goals for their techniques. From the findings of survey, we learnt

that the practitioners have their preferences for regression testing goals. However, we cannot conclude that this variation of choices depends on

the product domain or development environment. Besides preferring specific goals, most survey respondents endorsed the regression testing

goals found in the literature. The following paragraphs provide a brief discussion on the study's findings.

The performance of a test process could be gauged by the number of faults detected during the process. “Increasing test suite's rate of fault

detection,” is one of the regression testing goals identified in this study. The goal appeared in various studies, and the survey respondents also

identified this goal. This goal corresponds to the effectiveness of regression testing and could be achieved by adding those test cases in the

regression test suite, which have more fault detection capability. Using fault detection history and requirements information could help in

selecting the fault-revealing test cases. The benefit of increasing test suite's rate of fault detection early in the testing process is quicker feedback

on the system under test, early start of debugging, and ultimately reduced testing time and cost.36 Some of the faults are crucial and can break

the product. Finding such faults early in the regression testing process is critical. “Early identification of critical faults” is the part of the findings of

this study. We found this goal in the literature, and the survey respondents also identified it. Critical faults could be of two types: (1) faults that

affect the core functionality of the system under test and (2) leading faults, the faults that cause the other faults to appear later in the operations.

Uncovering the critical faults needs to identify the modules that are badly affected and then prioritizing the test cases which cover the identified

modules.56 If a testing process fails to identify such faults early, there could be adverse outcomes. More precisely, the overall goal could be to

identify more severe leading faults early in the testing process.25 Early evaluation of changes could help identify critical faults, especially faults

related to changes and bug fixing. Detection of faults related to changes is also identified as a regression testing goal in this study. Achieving this

goal requires selecting the test cases based on the changes/bug fixes in the system. Detection of these faults is crucial, especially for scenarios like

fixing critical bugs in an emergency and running tests under tight time schedules.52

In selective regression testing, an important aspect that a testing practitioner considers is how much code would be covered by the selected

test cases.77 One of the interview participants stated that “Whenever we get a new build, we try to find the defects based on the changes and

find the percentage of code covered against these newly found defects. So code coverage can also be considered as a part of success criteria. It is

also imperative because it reduces the effort and cost of regression testing.” The coverage alone could not be a goal of any regression testing pro-

cess because maximizing coverage cannot guarantee fault detection. Instead, it will help in minimizing the test execution time and cost. The cover-

age can be evaluated using code coverage metrics like method coverage, statement coverage, and branch coverage. The techniques using
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coverage-based metrics could additionally use the program mutation to measure the fault exposing potential. For example, Kwon et al34 used

mutation score to determine the fault detection capability of their technique in the absence of test execution/fault history. Program mutation

refers to introducing a small change in the source code, and the changed version would be referred to as a mutant. A mutant is killed if a test case

can identify it. The number of mutants killed by a test case is referred to as the mutation score of the test case, and it could be the reflection of

the fault detection capability of that test case.7 Although various authors have been using mutation testing to evaluate their techniques, applying

mutation testing at an industrial scale is challenging because of the time required to execute each mutant against the test suite under

evaluation.78

While releasing a product to the customer, the team wants to ensure that customer should not find any fault after release. In our previous

study,16 the practitioners labeled this goal as “no-fault slippage.” We argue that setting a goal of no-fault slippage does not mean that there would

be no fault slip through (FST). Therefore, more appropriate would be to set a goal of controlling or minimizing the FST. The majority of interview

participants and survey respondents highlighted that controlling fault slippage to the customer is one of the essential success goals of regression

testing. Fault slippage is the primary reason for higher rework costs. Damm et al79 introduced a metric called FST to determine the faults that

would have been more cost-effective to find earlier in the testing process. Keeping fault slippage rate as low as possible may help the managers

decide about releasing the product, provided if they are confident that no known fault is supposed to be slipped through.16,17 This study suggests

that to control the fault slippage the practitioners need to focus on the other goals (G1, G2, G3, and G4).

Practitioners frequently use the term confidence concerning their success in regression testing. They want to be confident about their regres-

sion testing process that they have uncovered and fixed all such bugs that can break the system under test. “Confidence” appeared as a regres-

sion testing goal in the studies conducted in the industry context. In a focus group workshop,16 the practitioners identified ten essential questions

if answered correctly, then a tester can be confident about the underlying regression testing process. The questions are regarding the changes to

the system, experience of the testing team, coverage of critical parts, testing of modifications, and test outcomes. Considering the finding of our

previous work and discussion with the practitioners in the current study, we suggest that confidence is a subjective goal, and it can subsume vari-

ous goals, depending upon the perception of practitioners involved. To be confident, the practitioners must achieve the other measurable goals,

for instance, no or controlled fault slippage, early detection of critical faults, and detection of faults related to changes.

Test suite maintenance is another goal mentioned by most of the survey participants. It refers to adding new test cases to test the changes

and delete the test cases that have become irrelevant/obsolete because of changes in the requirements. For success in regression testing, another

essential aspect is the knowledge and experience of the team members. The knowledge refers to the domain, requirements, and changes of the

system under test. Test suite maintenance and the team's knowledge are essentially required to be confident in the regression testing process.

However, in practice, test suite maintenance and educating team members are challenges for the practitioners working with large-scale systems

because of the tight deadlines. The practitioners have to perform too much testing in short span of time.17

While interacting with the practitioners during this and our past studies,6,16,17 we learned that practitioners do not evaluate the achievement

of the goals as they do not have any mechanism to follow the goals' achievement. Instead, they rely on expert judgment to guess the achievement

of their goals. However, making a judgment without a formal mechanism may negatively impact the outcomes. Moreover, without a formal mech-

anism, the practitioners may overlook some essential aspects while making assessments/judgments.80 As a step forward, we have proposed a

GQM model to guide the practitioners to follow the goals. However, better information maintenance strategies are required to ensure achieving/

evaluating regression testing goals. The practitioners are aware of this as they recognized that information maintenance is a challenge in the com-

panies, and there is a desire to improve the information maintenance strategies.17 We argue that the GQM could potentially be used in many

organizations that conduct regression testing. What the organizations would have to do is to prioritize the goals for their specific context. They

can add their goals that are not yet captured in the model. Further, the organizations have to choose the metrics they wish to use. One factor here

is the cost of collecting the metrics, which may vary with the test framework used (e.g., lacking the ability to collect the measures automatically).

Thus, depending on the context, different measures would be chosen. The companies could use the method in Gencel et al.81 Having a starting

point (our model) will help them use the method and select relevant measures.

The validation of GQM is not part of this work, and it is a proposal based on the literature and survey findings. However, in future, we are

aiming to extend this proposal and validate it from industry practitioners. The evaluation will entail prioritizing the goals to decide on measures.

As the GQM is not static, new goals and measures will be identified with further contexts and developments. We plan to create guidelines for

updating and extending the GQM with forthcoming studies. The current GQM serves as a baseline for people to use. With further usage, it will

become completer and more comprehensive. In the future, we also would like to investigate the importance of different goals, questions and mea-

sures depending on context. This allows practitioners to select the right metrics. We plan to follow the approach suggested by Gencel et al.81

6 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The study explored the regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics from the research and practice perspectives. The quantitative

and qualitative data is collected using the literature review, interviews, and online questionnaire. The purpose was to present an integrated view
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of literature and industry perspectives on regression testing goals. To present the literature perspective of regression testing goals (RQ1), we

have conducted a literature review of 33 research papers. In addition, we also looked at the 11 systematic reviews published between 2017

and 2022. Except for a couple of studies explicitly focusing on regression testing goals, most of the studies discuss regression testing goals while

proposing, evaluating, or reviewing regression testing techniques. From the literature, we found six regression testing goals, two of them, are

identified from the studies representing the practitioners' perspective. Most of the authors evaluate their techniques in terms of fault detection

rate by using the APFD metric. The information needs mentioned to evaluate the fault detection rate are “requirement information,” “test case
execution/fault detection history,” and “coverage-based information.” Other goals mentioned in the literature are “early identification of critical

faults,” “detection of faults related to changes,” and “coverage.” The goals identified from the industry-related literature are “no or controlled

fault slippage” and “confidence.” A complete mapping of regression testing goals, information needs, and metrics found from the literature is

presented in Table 6. Till now, there is a lack of literature review on the topic of regression testing goals. This study provides a step forward in

this context.

To present the practitioners' perspective (RQ2), we conducted a survey comprising 11 interviews and 45 responses to an online question-

naire. We observed that the interview participants have varying perspectives on regression testing goals. In the overall survey results, we learned

that, besides recognizing the literature goals, the practitioners emphasize on their own goals including (i) test suite maintenance and (ii) team's

awareness of changes and overall application knowledge. They recognized only a few of the information needs and metrics identified from the lit-

erature. The practitioners also suggested some information needs and metrics including, domain knowledge, business impact, coverage of

impacted modules, and pass percentage of executed scenarios. A complete list of goals, information needs, and corresponding metrics selected/

defined by the survey respondents is presented in Tables 8 and 10.

To compare the research and practice perspective on regression testing goals, we have created a GQM model (RQ3). The model presents

an integrated view of the literature and the practitioners' perspectives. Researchers can utilize this model to align their research closer to the

industry context while proposing the new regression testing techniques. Similarly, the practitioners can utilize this model to better follow the

goal-based regression testing strategies. Based on the findings of our study, we suggest that researchers should consider multiobjective strate-

gies while proposing and evaluating regression testing techniques. They need to incorporate no or controlled fault slippage (G6) as a primary

goal of the proposed techniques. It will provide confidence to the practitioners that applying such techniques will help control the fault

slippage.

The results provide a basis for future research on the evaluation of regression testing, and the GQM model presented in this study is a step

forward in this direction. Furthermore, this study's findings will help the researchers propose new methods to align their research with the practi-

tioners' regression testing goals. Hence, contributing to the adoption of research on regression testing in the industry. The identified goals and

metrics will also help the practitioners to access the new techniques while adopting them. The metrics listed in this study can allow the practi-

tioners to try out new metrics because many of these metrics are not incorporated in the industry. This study's overall contribution would be

reducing the gap in the research and practice of regression testing.

7 | FUTURE WORK

In future, we are aiming to extend the GQM model and validate it from industry practitioners. We will also work on the possibility of using fault

mutation strategies as an alternative measure of actual faults. Based on the findings, we plan to broaden the scope of this study and to work on

the guidelines to help practitioners in selective regression testing. The guidelines will be in the form of checklist-based models and closely associ-

ated with the GQM model proposed in this study. It would be an empirical study, and all the proposals, will be validated with the help of

practitioners.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE

A.1 | Introduction

Personal introduction

The lead Interviewer will tell the participant about research team, their background and training, and their research interest in regression testing.

Study goal

The lead interviewer explains the study goal to the participant.

Goal: The goal of the study is to compare the literature and practitioners' perspectives on regression testing goals, needs, and metrics. The

purpose this interview is to know that which are the regression testing goals that practitioners set for their success in regression testing. Further,

the interviewers are interested to investigate if the practitioners measure their success in regression testing. The following points are the focus of

the interview.

∘ Regression testing goals

∘ Metrics to assess the goals

∘ Information needs used to compute the metrics

Benefit: This study will provide the basis for proposing a mapping of the selected goals with the information needs and required metrics. The

said mapping will help the practitioners in selective regression testing, it will also help the testing researchers to align their research to the industry

needs. We believe your opinion is valuable. This investigation gives you (interviewee) a chance to contribute to the improvement of the regression

testing research and practice.

Interview process

Interviewer describes the overall process, that how the interview will take place. ∘ Interview duration: The interview will be completed in about

30min time.

∘ Interview questions: There may be some questions that the interviewee perceives as not suitable or challenging to answer. It is possible that a

question appropriate for one person may not be ideal for the other.

∘ Counter questions: The interviewee may feel free to ask counter questions for the clarification of an interview question and can disagree with

any statement of the interviewer.

∘ Answers: The interview participants need not worry about their answers, as we cannot rate any answer as correct or incorrect. We expect they

will answer the questions based on their knowledge and experience.
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A.2 | Respondent background

In this section, the interviewers are interested to know about the participant's professional background, organizational role, and responsibilities.

Question 1: Could you please briefly describe your professional background?

∘ For how long you have been working with this organization?

∘ What is your role in the organization?

∘ For how long you have been taking up this role?

∘ What kind of products does your organization deal with?

Question 2: How will you define your expertise?

∘ Software engineering ∘ Software development ∘ Software testing

Question 3: Please specify about your current job.

∘ Your current team ∘ Your role in the team

A.3 | Interview part to explore the regression testing goals

We are heading to the core part of this interview, and we are interested to know about the practitioners' perspective on regression testing goals.

We will also be interested to know about the information needs and metrics used to measure these goals. Please feel free to add detail at any

point of the interview that you think we missed asking or forgetting to describe.

Defining regression testing

We know the academic definition of regression testing, and we are interested in learning that perception of regression testing that prevails in

practice.Question 1: How do you perceive regression testing?

Question 2: How do you perform regression testing?

Question 3: Are you satisfied with the regression testing approaches used in your team/organization?

Success in regression testing

To determine the success of any activity, we measure it with the predefined goals, that is, if the goals have met or not.Question 1: At your com-

pany / team do you define success goals?

Question 2: What are the goals that you think are essential to achieve success in regression testing?

Question 2: Which are the information needs necessary to achieve the goals?

Question 2: Do you measure the success? or Do you measure or evaluate the goals?

Question 3: How do you measure?

Question 4: How will you determine that the desired goals have been achieved? Or Which metrics do you use to evaluate the success goals?

Closing questions

We mentioned earlier that this research aims to compare the literature and practitioners' perspective on regression testing goals. Because you

have given us a walkthrough of your regression testing process and your success goals and measures, we want to know your opinion on the litera-

ture findings. We have identified the following goals and measures from the literature.Question 1: Which of these goals do you think are aligned

to your perspectives?

Question 2: Which metrics do you think can be used in your environment? Question 3: Do you want to share some more information that you

think is important to consider that we may have missed?
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